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Abstract: Grand sites are important witnesses of human civilization. The archeology of grand sites
has the characteristics of a long period, interdisciplinary study, irreversibility and uncertainties.
Because of the lack of effective methods and valid tools, large amounts of archeological data
cannot be properly processed in time, which creates many difficulties for the conservation and
use of grand sites. This study provides a method of integrating spatio-temporal big data of grand
sites, including classification and coding, spatial scales and a spatio-temporal framework, through
which the integration of archeological data of multiple sites or different archeological excavations
is realized. A system architecture was further proposed for an archeological information cloud
platform for grand sites. By providing services such as data, visualization, standardizations, spatial
analysis, and application software, the archeological information cloud platform of grand sites
can display sites, ruins, and relics in 2D and 3D according to their correlation. It can also display
the transformation of space and time around archeological cultures, and restored ruins in a 3D
virtual environment. The platform provides increased support to interdisciplinary study and the
dissemination of research results. Taking the Origin of Chinese Civilization Project as a case study, it
shows that the method for data aggregation and fusion proposed in this study can efficiently integrate
multi-source heterogeneous archeological spatio-temporal data of different sites or different periods.
The archeological information cloud platform has great significance to the study of the origin of
Chinese civilization, dissemination of Chinese civilization, and the public participation in archeology,
which would promote the sustainable development of the conservation and use of grand sites.
Keywords: grand site; spatio-temporal big data; archeology; cloud computing; Chinese civilization

1. Introduction
Grand sites refer to representative sites from various archeological cultures, dynasties or various
historical ethnic regimes, which are usually very large in area and have important historical, scientific,
artistic, and cultural values [1–3]. Grand sites are important witnesses of the 5000-years of Chinese
civilization, which are of great significance to study the origin and development of Chinese civilization.
The grand sites in China are characterized by a long history, wide distribution, large quantity, complex
types, and a large scale [4]. Grand sites are facing a series of threats such as natural disasters, urban
and rural construction, agricultural production, large-scale infrastructure construction, etc. [5], which
places the conservation of grand sites under great pressure. The conservation and use of grand sites
is generally divided into archeology, conservation planning, exhibition and use, monitoring, and so
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on. Archeology is crucial to the conservation of grand sites [1], because the data of archeological
investigation and excavations represent the basis for conservation and use.
During archeological investigation and excavation, the geospatial data and descriptive information
of particular stratum, ruins and relics will be recorded in detail and sorted. Due to many factors such
as strenuous research tasks and the complexity of data processing, less than half of the available data is
published within two years after the archeological excavation [6]. With the powerful capabilities of
data acquisition, processing, storage, analysis, and visualization, GIS provides effective support to the
processing, database building and use of archeological data. In addition, GIS has already been used as
an important tool in archeological research, such as settlement analysis and prediction modeling [7,8].
Although GIS has shown obvious advantages in archeological prospection, excavation and other
related research regarding data management, spatial analysis, and visualization, it lacks necessary
control of data quality and standardization [9–13]. Most of archeological GIS systems are deficient in
system interoperability and data sharing, because of stand-alone deployment, the lack of online access,
and the lack of measures for data security and disaster recovery [14]. As more and more archeological
excavations are undergoing, archeological data are accumulated in large quantities and cannot be
processed in time. Therefore, archeological datasets are getting bigger and more complex, which are
impossible for traditional GIS to process, store and analyze. A framework of archeological information
system should be established from the perspective of archeologists, which is corresponding to what
archeologists do in their daily work [15].
Archeological data of grand sites, which have obvious characteristics obtained from spatio-temporal
big data, are essentially geo-spatial big data [16]. As key technology of the new generation of GIS, the deep
integration of spatio-temporal big data and archeology will have a far-reaching impact on the conservation
of grand sites and archeology, specifically manifested in the following four aspects: (a) From the
view of archeological concepts and data analysis, the archeological spatio-temporal framework can
integrate the structured and unstructured data as a whole, to better visualize, interpret, and understand
the past history of human beings. (b) The archeological excavation reports are inevitably led by the
subjectivity of archeologists, hence the reports don’t fully reflect the real situation of the grand site.
The above limitation of archeology and its influences could be reduced to a certain extent by using
spatio-temporal big data [17]. (c) With the application of a new generation of information technologies
(such as advanced surveying and mapping technologies, big data, Internet of Things, cloud computing)
in archeology, the volume and varieties of archeological data has seen a dramatic rise, thus the data
processing and mining will be more complicated. Spatio-temporal big data offers a new technology
and methodology for data acquisition, processing, storage, organization, analysis, and representation.
(d) Archeology is a discipline characterized by interdisciplinary research. The spatio-temporal big data
of grand site will offer a new way for archeologists to get in touch with scholars of other disciplines and
the public, promoting interdisciplinary research, communication, and collaboration. Spatio-temporal
big data can radically transform archeological practice, fostering new research questions, novel data
visualization techniques, and new competences. It will also give archeology an enhanced ability to
investigate and address those significant questions [18].
Great progress has been made in digital archeology and the digital publication of archeological
data [19–22]. Digital photogrammetry is used to carry out survey and mapping of archeological
entities in fieldwork [23]. The laser scanning and photogrammetric reconstruction was used to make
three-dimensional models of ruins (temples, monuments, etc.), which were published online [20,24,25].
The digitization and digital publication of archeological data have received great attention, while the
data aggregation and fusion are very important [26]. Bayesian Neural Network (BNN) was used to
establish fusion model of remote sensing data so as to improve the accuracy of archeological information
identification [27]. Almost all the archeological data can be digitized, and platforms for spatial analysis
and collaborative work were established to promote data sharing and web browsing, using WebGIS,
etc. [28]. Projects of data aggregation and cultural heritage management were implemented, which
aims to improve the capacities of conservation and promote data sharing [23,26,29,30]. Standardization
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is the important task of these projects. It is also necessary to avoid making the data complicated
and lengthy [31]. The technologies mentioned above has been proved to be valid and effective in
data acquisition in archeology. Meanwhile, they will also generate a large amount of data, whose
aggregation, fusion, and representation are very useful to reuse.
In the study of the origin of civilization, it is necessary to collect, process, and integrate archeological
data of multiple sites. At the same time, it requires data sharing among scholars. Considering the
distinguished features of Chinese grand sites, which often include rammed soil walls, further research
on standards and specifications, as well as archeological data aggregation and sharing is required.
In this paper, the challenges of archeological data aggregation and sharing was first discussed based
on the analysis of the archeological research process, data flow, and the properties of archeological
data of grand sites. Then, spatial scales of archeological research, and the classification and coding of
archeological data of grand sites in Neolithic Age was proposed, in order to facilitate data acquisition,
processing, and representation. The spatio-temporal framework of archeological data of grand sites was
also proposed, for the sake of data fusion and spatio-temporal analysis, etc. Finally, the archeological
information cloud platform of grand sites based on spatio-temporal big data was designed and built,
which was applied to the Origin of Chinese Civilization Project. The methods and platform proposed
in this study will promote the aggregation and sharing of archeological data and improve the work
efficiency of interdisciplinary research. It will also enhance the scientificity and accuracy of the
identification of site value and the interpretation of the past.
2. Challenges of Data Acquisition and Data Sharing
Grand sites have a large amount of historical archeological data, which have multi-source,
heterogeneous characteristics and obvious spatio-temporal features, and the amount of data is still
growing rapidly. Due to the above complexities of grand site archeological data and the lack of unified
data processing standards and efficient software tools, it is difficult for grand site data to aggregate,
open, and share.
2.1. Difficulties of Acquisition and Fusion of Archeological Data
After years or even decades of archeological excavations, many grand sites have accumulated
large amount of archeological data. As a result of the limitations of technologies and methods in the
past, a large quantity of archeological historical data has not been digitized, and it becomes an urgent
task to process those historical data and build a database [32]. Moreover, lots of new archeological
data are still being produced rapidly, as a large number of archeological excavations has been carried
out every year. If there are no appropriate standards and tools for the acquisition, processing, database
building, and use of archeological data, the more archeological excavations carried out, the more
numerous and jumbled the data. Then, the data processing and application will face more difficulties.
The difficulties in archeological data aggregation and fusion of grand sites are the following: (a) it
is difficult to integrate archeological data generated from different excavations of one grand site (b)
it is difficult to integrate archeological data from different grand sites (c) it is difficult to integrate
multi-source heterogeneous data at different spatial scales (d) archeological data of grand sites are
growing too large, which provides difficulties to data acquisition, processing, and management. More
and more technologies are used in archeology, more kinds of data are collected, and the frequency of
data acquisition is increasing, therefore the volume of archeological data becomes bigger.
2.2. Difficulties of Archeological Data Sharing
Archeology is a discipline that studies the past such as ancient societies, human beings, relations
between human and nature, etc., based on the objects left over from ancient human activities [33]. Because
of the irreversibility of archeological excavations, the characteristics of interdisciplinary study and the
uncertainties of cognition of grand sites [34], archeological data are the basis for different archeologists
and researchers of other disciplines to study grand sites. For some grand sites, archeological data are even
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the only way to perceive and understand them. Technically and methodologically speaking, there are
the following difficulties in archeological data sharing of grand sites: (a) archeological excavation data
resources have not been digitized in time; (b) lack of unified data standards and specifications hampers
data integration from different sites; (c) an unified platform for data sharing is still in absence.
3. Methods for Aggregation and Fusion of Grand Site Archeological Data
The aggregation and fusion methods of spatio-temporal big data of grand sites include the
spatio-temporal framework of grand site archeology, the spatial scales of grand site archeological
research, the classification and coding of grand site archeological data, and the data acquisition,
processing, and database building of grand sites.
3.1. Spatial Scales of Archeological Research on Grand Sites
Archeological research is always related with spatial scales, which are the important characteristics
of grand site spatial-temporal data and plays important role in archeological data fusion. The spatial
scales of archeological data were studied, to select that at which scale archeological data should be
aggregated and fused. Different researchers adopted different spatial scales to facilitate their research
purposes [35–37], for instance, Chinese Neolithic culture can be divided into three contact zones or
nine major regions according to the geographical environment and archeological findings [38,39].
As the main parts of grand sites, sites, ruins, and relics are the main archeological research objects.
The archeological research of grand sites can be summarized as 5W1H (who, when, where, what, why,
and how) [6]. According to the archeological research objects, research content and spatial distribution
of grand sites, this study divided the archeological research of grand sites into seven spatial scales: relic,
ruin, site, site groups, watershed (cultural area or region), nation, and globe. Archeological researchers
can obtain different information and knowledge from different spatial scales, and obtain all-round
three-dimensional information of research objects through multi-scale data integration. Table 1 shows
the spatial scale division of archeological research on grand sites and the corresponding contents of
archeological research.
Table 1. Spatial Scales of Archeological Study and Corresponding Content.
Serial Number

Scale

Corresponding Research Content

1

Relic

Relic type, manufacture/generation, use, material, process,
time, implied meaning, etc.

2

Ruin

The function, layout, construction, abandonment process
and reasons of the relics, including culture, life and social
significance, etc.

Site

The formation, development, abandonment process and
reasons of the site, the functional zoning of the site, the
cultural, social and living conditions of the site in ancient
time. the stratum structure of the site, the contribution of
the site to the origin and development of civilization, etc.

Site groups

The spatial and temporal relationship between the sites,
the communication between the sites, and the distribution
of functions (such as central settlement and general
settlement), etc.

3

4
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Table 1. Cont.
Serial Number

Scale

Corresponding Research Content

5

Cultural area
/region/Watershed

The origin, formation and development of civilization in
the region, the distribution characteristics of sites in the
region, the prediction of regional sites, etc.

6

Nation

The division of national cultural area, the comparison of
civilizations in different watersheds, the study on the
origin of Chinese civilization, etc.

7

Globe

A Comparative Study between Chinese Civilization and
Other Civilizations

3.2. Spatial-Temporal Framework of Archeological Data of Grand Sites
The archeological spatio-temporal framework is the basis for discussing the pedigree of
archeological culture. The division of archeological culture and the determination of its location and
periods are the basic research of archeology. The scientificity and reliability of other archeological
studies have much to do with the validity of the archeological spatio-temporal framework [40]. If the
archeological spatio-temporal framework is wrong, it is almost impossible to get correct results of other
archeological studies such as value evaluation of grand sites, relationships among different sites, etc.
Table 2 shows the spatio-temporal framework of archeological culture established from the perspective
of archeologists.
Table 2. Spatio-temporal Framework of Archeological Culture in Mountainous Areas of Western
Liaoning Province during the Summer solstice and Warring States Periods [40].
Era

West (West of Nulu’er Tiger
Mountain)

Late Warring States Period

East (East of Nulu’er Tiger
Mountain)

Yan culture

Early and Middle Warring States
Period

“Water Spring Ruins”
“Jinggouzi Ruins”
“The Ruins of Wudaohezi”

Late “Linghe Ruins”

From Western Zhou Dynasty to Spring
and Autumn

Xiajiadian upper culture

Early “Linghe Ruins”

Late Shang Dynasty

“Wei yingzi type”

Wei yingzi type

Early Shang Dynasty

Late Xia Jia Dian Lower Culture

Xia dynasty

The Early Stage of Xiajiadian Lower Culture

Archeological data of grand sites, which are only valuable in specific time and space, have
very distinct spatio-temporal properties. If the spatial or temporal information is lost, the value of
archeological data will be greatly reduced [16]. The time in archeological research is divided into
relative time (such as archeological culture or site staging) and absolute time (such as C14 dating and
AD dating). Archeological space can be divided into horizontal space and vertical space, and also can be
divided into modern space and ancient space. The horizontal space has both the current administrative
divisions and the space in the sense of archeology. The vertical space is mainly stratum, which also has
a sense of time. Generally, the lower the stratum, the earlier the time. The watershed, administrative
division and grids of exploration are modern spaces, which mainly serve as spatial indexes. Ancient
spaces include cultural area, site boundary, relics and so on, which are the focus of archeological
research. In order to realize the archeological unification of the physical space, the information space
and the cognitive space, it is necessary to establish an integrated spatio-temporal framework from the
perspective of big data. The framework would not only conform to the archeological spatio-temporal
framework from the perspective of archeologists, but also satisfies the processing, database building,
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and visual representation of archeological big data. Table 3 is the spatio-temporal framework of
archeological spatio-temporal big data that is established from the perspective of big data.
Table 3. Spatio-temporal Framework of Archeological Data of Grand Sites.
Time Expression

Spatial Scales

Archeological culture staging
Site staging
Dating
Years ago
The Year of Cadres and Branches
Imperial calendar
Dating of dynasties
C14 dating

Administrative division
Geographical area/basin
Cultural area
Site scope
Site division
Site functional area
ruin (Grid of excavation)
Relic

In the spatio-temporal framework of Table 3, relations of different times, spatial associated
relations and spatio-temporal associated relations were established. A four-level modern spatial index
sequence of “watershed, province (municipality directly under the central government), city and
county” and a five-level archeological spatial sequence of “archeological culture, site boundary, site
functional area, ruin and relic” are established. Other modern spatial indexes also include site zoning,
grids of excavation, etc. The three spatial sequences above are independent, and also can be used
in an integrated way. They provide macro to micro forms of spatial logic, such as “nation, province
(municipality directly under the central government), city, county, site, site division/functional area,
ruin, relic”.
The archeological spatio-temporal framework from the perspective of big data is not only the
basis for data acquisition, data processing, data storage and database building, but is also the basis for
data visualization. It can help to trace back the archeological excavation process of grand sites and
restore the grand sites in the information space with the spatio-temporal concept used by archeologists.
3.3. Classification and Coding of Archeological Data
Data classification and coding is mainly used for data acquisition, data storage, data management,
data retrieval and exchange, which is one of the key issues to realize information exchange, integration
and sharing within and between systems. In the process of data acquisition, coding can be used as
the identification of thematic data types, and can also be used to check the accuracy and integrity of
data, to modify or reorganize the data layer [41]. Archeological data classification and coding will
classify the data according to its spatio-temporal characteristics, attributes, and contents, and then
formulate rules to code the classified data. According to the data classification and coding, the features,
categories, correlation, and basic attribution of the data are determined.
In this paper, the linear classification method was used to classify and code the archeological data
of Neolithic sites from 3500 BC to 1500 BC. According to the whole process of archeological research
and the conservation of sites, the data are divided into seven major classes (Site location, auxiliary
positioning, site functional areas, ruins, relics, literature, images and video). Each class can be divided
into several sub-classes. Table 4 is the description of classification.
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Major Class

Sub-Class

Site location
Site,
siteofboundary
Table 4. Classification of Archeological
Data
Grand Sites.
Auxiliary
Site zoning, site grid, origin of
coordinates, exploration
Major Class
Sub-Class
positioning
methods, etc.
Site location

Site, site boundary

Site functional Tomb area, residential
area, palace
area,
handicraft
workshop
Site zoning,
site grid,
origin
of coordinates,
Auxiliary positioning
area
area,
etc.
exploration methods, etc.

34

Tomb area, residential area, palace area, handicraft
Ruins
Site functional area Palaces, houses, tombs, pits, wells, roads, etc.

5
4

Relics

5

6

6

7
7

workshop area, etc.

Literature

Pottery,Palaces,
jade, gold
ware, animal bones, etc
houses, tombs, pits, wells, roads, etc.

Ruins

articles,
newspaper
Relics Archeological diaries,
Pottery,journal
jade, gold
ware, animal
bones,articles,
etc

Literature
Images and
videos

archeological
excavation
reports,
degree
papers,
etc.
Archeological
diaries,
journal
articles,
newspaper

Images and videos

articles, archeological excavation reports, degree
papers,
etc. etc.
Plans, sections, photos,
videos,
Plans, sections, photos, videos, etc.

The coding of the established classification system is to adopt six-digit coding, and the coding
The
coding of the
classification
system
to adopt
six-digit
and
classification
areestablished
in one-to-one
correspondence,
asisshown
in Figure
1. coding, and the coding
and classification are in one-to-one correspondence, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Code Rules for Site Data (The sign “∗” represents a digit.).
Figure 1. Code Rules for Site Data（The sign “*” represents a digit.）.

The coding rules for site data are as follows:
The coding rules for site data are as follows:
(a) The first digit from the left is the category code, with “1” representing the ancient Neolithic site.
(a) Numbers
The first 2–9
digitare
from
the leftfor
is the
category research
code, with
representing
theand
ancient
Neolithic
site.
reserved
subsequent
on“1”
data
classification
coding
of other
Numbers
2–9 are reserved for subsequent research on data classification and coding of other
types
of sites.
types
of
sites.
(b) The second and third digits from the left represent major categories.
The
second
and
third
digits
from
represent
categories.
(c)(b) The
fourth
and
fifth
digits
from
the the
left left
represent
the major
sub-classes.
(c) The fourth and fifth digits from the left represent the sub-classes.
(d) The last digit represents the geometric type of the class. Number 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4 represent the
(d) The last digit represents the geometric type of the class. Number 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4 represent the
non-geometric type (or the geometric type does not need to be considered), point type, polyline
non-geometric type (or the geometric type does not need to be considered), point type, polyline
type, polygon type and volume type, respectively.
type, polygon type and volume type, respectively.
(e) For categories without the next level classification, the coding bits corresponding to the lower
(e) For categories without the next level classification, the coding bits corresponding to the lower
level classification are filled with “0”, but the geometric type of the last element is filled according
level classification are filled with “0”, but the geometric type of the last element is filled
to the actual element type, not necessarily “0”.
according to the actual element type, not necessarily “0”.
Examples
of of
classification
and
coding
of of
grand
site
data
in in
thethe
scale
of of
1:10~1:100
areare
shown
in in
Examples
classification
and
coding
grand
site
data
scale
1:10~1:100
shown
Table
5.
Table 4.
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Sub-Class
Major
Explanation
Sub-Class
Table
5.
Examples
and
descriptions
Coding of classification and coding of Neolithic site data with scale of
Class
1:10~1:100.

Relics
Pottery
Major Class

“1” Neolithic site, “05” means relic, “01” means pottery,

105010
Sub-Class

Jade article
Relics
Human
ruins

Sub-Class Coding
Explanation
“0” means no geometric
type

105020
Pottery

105010

Jade105040
article

105020

Human ruins

Ruins

Ruins

“1” Neolithic site, “05” means relic, “01”
means pottery, “0” means no geometric
type

105040

104013

“1” Neolithic site, “04” means ruin, “01” palace, “3”
“1” polygon
Neolithic site, “04” means ruin, “01”
104013

Well

104033
Well

“1” Neolithic site, “04”
indicatessite,
ruin,
“03”
well, “3”
“1” Neolithic
“04”
indicates
ruin,
104033
polygon
“03” well, “3” polygon

Pit

Pit
104043

Palace

Palace

palace, “3” polygon

104043

3.4.
Processes of
of Archeological
Archeological Data
Data Acquisition,
Acquisition, Processing
3.4. Processes
Processing and
and Fusion
Fusion
Original archeological
archeological records
records and
and collected
collected archeological
archeological data
data have
have various
various formats
formats (forms,
(forms,
Original
written
Organization and
and processing
processing of
of archeological
data is
is an
written records,
records, maps,
maps, photos,
photos, video,
video, etc.).
etc.). Organization
archeological data
an
important
step to
Figure 22
important step
to realize
realize the
the conversion
conversion from
from data
data to
to information
information and
and its
its continuous
continuous use.
use. Figure
shows
the spatial
association among
among sites,
sites, ruins
ruins and
and relics
relics and
and the
of which
to be
shows the
spatial association
the basic
basic information
information of
which to
be
recorded.
the aforementioned
spatio-temporal
framework
of archeological
data, classification
recorded. Based
Basedon on
the aforementioned
spatio-temporal
framework
of archeological
data,
and
coding, spatial
scales spatial
of archeological
research and the
spatialand
association
among
archeological
classification
and coding,
scales of archeological
research
the spatial
association
among
data
shown
in
Figure
2,
this
study
proposed
the
process
of
acquisition,
processing
and
fusionand
of
archeological data shown in Figure 2, this study proposed the process of acquisition, processing
archeological
spatio-temporal
big data ofbig
grand
(Figure
3).(Figure 3).
fusion of archeological
spatio-temporal
datasites
of grand
sites
Grand Site

Relic

PK Unique Site ID

PK Unique Rlic ID

Classification Code

Site ID

Site Name

Ruin

Boundary

PK Unique Ruin ID

Time
Culture Age
Image
Plans
Phases
Exvacation Times
Other Properties

FK Site ID

Stratum

Classification Code

PK Unique Stratum ID

Ruin Name

FK Site ID

Age

Age
Classification Code

Boundary
FK Stratum ID

Hand Drawing

Photos

Section Plan

Video

Photos

Plans

Other Properties

Other Properties

FK Ruin ID
Classification Code
Name
Category
Age
3D Model
Video
Photos
Other Properties

Figure 2. Information
Information recorded
recorded and relations of sites, stratums and ruins and relics.
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Figure 3.
3. Process
Processof
ofarcheological
archeological data
data acquisition
acquisition and
and fusion
fusion of
of grand
grand sites.
sites.
Figure

4. Construction of Archeological Information Cloud Platform for Grand Sites
4. Construction of Archeological Information Cloud Platform for Grand Sites
4.1. Archeological Spatio-Temporal Data of Grand Sites
4.1. Archeological Spatio-Temporal Data of Grand Sites
The archeological spatio-temporal database of grand sites mainly includes fundamental geographic
archeological
spatio-temporal
database of
sites mainly
includes
fundamental
dataThe
covering
the site and
nearby, data generated
by grand
archeological
excavation
and investigation,
geographic
data
covering
the
site
and
nearby,
data
generated
by
archeological
excavation
and
environmental information data, three-dimensional model data, etc.
investigation, environmental information data, three-dimensional model data, etc.
(a) Fundamental geographic database. The fundamental geographic data include four categories—
(a) Fundamental
geographic
database. The
fundamental
geographic
data
includeThe
four
categories—
digital elevation
model, topographic
map,
satellite images
and aerial
images.
scales
of vector
digital
elevation
model,
topographic
map,
satellite
images
and
aerial
images.
The
scales
of
vector
data covering the grand site and nearby is 1:250,000 and 1:10,000, as well as 1:500 of core area
of
data
covering
the
grand
site
and
nearby
is
1:250,000
and
1:10,000,
as
well
as
1:500
of
core
area
grand site. The raster data include ETM with resolution of 30 m, SPOT images with resolution of
of
grand
The raster
datawith
include
ETM with
of 30images
m, SPOT
images
resolution
2.5 m,site.
QuickBird
images
resolution
of 0.6resolution
m, and aerial
with
0.1 m,with
which
covered
of
2.5 m, QuickBird
different
periods. images with resolution of 0.6 m, and aerial images with 0.1 m, which covered
different
periods.
(b) Archeological database. Under a unified spatio-temopral framework, a spatio-temporal database
(b) Archeological
Under
a unified
framework,
spatio-temporal
of grand sites isdatabase.
created, which
is mainly
aboutspatio-temopral
data of sites, ruins,
relics and aspatial
associations
database
of
grand
sites
is
created,
which
is
mainly
about
data
of
sites,
ruins,
relics
and
among them. Specifically, the database includes site boundaries, site functional areas,
sitespatial
plans,
associations
among
them.
Specifically,
the
database
includes
site
boundaries,
site
functional
site description information, data of ruins and relics, and so on.
areas, site plans, site description information, data of ruins and relics, and so on.
(c) Environmental information database. The environmental information database includes the
(c) Environmental information database. The environmental information database includes the
environmental data of the site and nearby areas, such as the water system, residential area,
environmental data of the site and nearby areas, such as the water system, residential area,
vegetation and landform, etc.
vegetation and landform, etc.
(d) Three-dimensional model library. Based on the data of archeological excavation (sites, ruins
(d) Three-dimensional model library. Based on the data of archeological excavation (sites, ruins and
and relics), three-dimensional models are constructed under the guidance of archeologists.
relics), three-dimensional models are constructed under the guidance of archeologists. The
The archeologists, who carried out the excavations, have a good understanding of archeological
archeologists, who carried out the excavations, have a good understanding of archeological
excavation data and literature data. After years of studies, they know what the ruins were,
excavation data and literature data. After years of studies, they know what the ruins were, how
how they were built, how they were used, and so on. With three-dimensional models and
they were built, how they were used, and so on. With three-dimensional models and the
the interpretation of the sites given by archeologists, the past of the site can be restored in the
interpretation of the sites given by archeologists, the past of the site can be restored in the virtual
virtual environment.
environment.
4.2. Architecture of Archeological Information Cloud Platform for Grand Sites
4.2. Architecture of Archeological Information Cloud Platform for Grand Sites
By using centralized management and intelligent scheduling of computing resources, cloud
By
using
centralized
management
intelligent
scheduling with
of computing
resources,
cloud
computing
conveniently
and
dynamicallyand
provides
users on-demand
services such
as computing,
computing conveniently and dynamically provides users on-demand with services such as
computing, storage, application software, and data through the network [42]. Based on the above
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According to the content, process and complexity of archeological research, the archeological
information
cloud
for grand
meet theoffollowing
three research,
needs. First,
can conduct
According
to platform
the content,
processsites
andmust
complexity
archeological
the itarcheological
data acquisition,
management,
inquiry,
archeological
data.
information
cloudediting,
platform
for grand sites
muststatistics,
meet the mapping,
following and
threeoutput
needs.ofFirst,
it can conduct
Second,
it
has
the
ability
to
carry
out
spatial
analysis
on
archeological
data
to
transform
data
into
data acquisition, editing, management, inquiry, statistics, mapping, and output of archeological data.
information,
information
intospatial
knowledge.
provides
quantitative
analysis
and data
auxiliary
Second,
it hasand
thethen
ability
to carry out
analysisIt on
archeological
data to
transform
into
decision support
for archeological
research.
Third, It
grand
sites quantitative
can be displayed
dynamically
and
information,
and then
information into
knowledge.
provides
analysis
and auxiliary
multi-dimensionally.
multi-scale
dynamic
thecan
site,be
ruins
and relicdynamically
data, the spatial
decision
support for Through
archeological
research.
Third,display
grand of
sites
displayed
and
form and settlement environment
of the grand
site can
be visually
displayed,
andrelic
the key
can be
multi-dimensionally.
Through multi-scale
dynamic
display
of the site,
ruins and
data,ruins
the spatial
restored
three dimensions
through
modeling.
form
andinsettlement
environment
of the
grand site can be visually displayed, and the key ruins can
be restored in three dimensions through modeling.
4.3. Archeological Information Cloud Platform Deployed on Demand

4.3. Archeological
Information
Cloud Platform
Deployed
Demand
The archeological
information
cloud platform
foron
grand
sites can be logically divided into different
archeological
information
platformscloud
on demand.
on thesites
various
of cultural
heritage
The archeological
information
platformBased
for grand
can types
be logically
divided
into
administrative
departments,
the
archeological
information
cloud
platform
can
be
logically
divided
different archeological information platforms on demand. Based on the various types of cultural
into different
platforms departments,
through the control
of data authority
and function
authority.
heritage
administrative
the archeological
information
cloud platform
canThe
be platform
logically
can be divided
into theplatforms
national through
archeological
information
grand
sites, authority.
the provincial
divided
into different
the control
of dataplatform
authorityforand
function
The
(municipality
directly
under
the
central
government)
archeological
information
platform
for
grand
sites,
platform can be divided into the national archeological information platform for grand sites, the

provincial (municipality directly under the central government) archeological information platform
for grand sites, and the municipal and county archeological information platform for grand sites, etc.
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Many sites in a certain region need to be researched for some kinds of archeological studies,
Many sites in a certain region need to be researched for some kinds of archeological studies, such
such as the studies of the origin of civilization in the Yellow River basin, the origin of civilization
as the studies of the origin of civilization in the Yellow River basin, the origin of civilization in the
in the middle and lower reaches of the Yangtze River basin, and the formation and development of
middle and lower reaches of the Yangtze River basin, and the formation and development of Erlitou
Erlitou culture, etc. Therefore, an archeological information platform is needed to aggregate data of
culture, etc. Therefore, an archeological information platform is needed to aggregate data of different
different grand sites in the same platform, so as to support the interdisciplinary study. For this kind of
grand sites in the same platform, so as to support the interdisciplinary study. For this kind of
archeological study, the above-mentioned archeological information cloud platform can play a very
archeological study, the above-mentioned archeological information cloud platform can play a very
important role. It can be logically divided into different regional archeological information system on
important role. It can be logically divided into different regional archeological information system on
demand, for example, the Yangtze River basin archeological information platform. There is no need to
demand, for example, the Yangtze River basin archeological information platform. There is no need
build a new archeological information system from scratch, which saves lots of time and investment
to build a new archeological information system from scratch, which saves lots of time and
funding, and fully reflects the flexibility of the cloud platform.
investment funding, and fully reflects the flexibility of the cloud platform.
5. Case Study
5. Case Study
“The Origin of Chinese Civilization Project” is a major scientific research project in the field of
“Thehistory
Originand
of Chinese
Civilization
is a major and
scientific
researchof
project
in the
field of
Chinese
culture. It
studies theProject”
origin, formation,
development
Chinese
civilization
Chinese
history
culture. It causes,
studies nature,
the origin,
and development
of Chinese
Chinese civilization.
civilization
and explores
theand
background,
andformation,
characteristics
of the origin of
and
explores
the
background,
causes,
nature,
and
characteristics
of
the
origin
of
Chinese
civilization.
The project takes archeology as the core, and carries out research on the origin of Chinese civilization
The
takes
archeology
as the
and
research
on the origin of Chinese
civilization
fromproject
different
angles
and levels,
as core,
well as
allcarries
aspectsout
through
a multidisciplinary
approach.
from different angles and levels, as well as all aspects through a multidisciplinary approach.
5.1. Multi-Source Heterogeneous Data Fusion of Different Sites
5.1. Multi-Source Heterogeneous Data Fusion of Different Sites
Erlitou Site, divided into four stages, covers an area of about 3 million square meters, and its
Erlitou
Site, 1750
divided
fourBC
stages,
covers
area of about
3 million
square
meters,
its
duration is from
BC into
to 1500
[43]. The
sitean
is located
in Luoyang
Basin
of Yiluo
Riverand
basin,
duration
is
from
1750
BC
to
1500
BC
[43].
The
site
is
located
in
Luoyang
Basin
of
Yiluo
River
basin,
Erlitou Village, Yanshi County, Henan Province. Since its first discovery in 1959, the Erlitou site has
Erlitou
Village,
Yanshi
Henan
Province. [44].
SinceTaosi
its first
1959,
the Erlitou
has
gone through
dozens
ofCounty,
archeological
excavations
Sitediscovery
covers anin
area
of more
than 3site
million
gone
through
dozens
of
archeological
excavations
[44].
Taosi
Site
covers
an
area
of
more
than
3
square meters, and it is located in Taosi Township, Xiangfen County, Shanxi Province. Through C14
million
square
meters,
and
it
is
located
in
Taosi
Township,
Xiangfen
County,
Shanxi
Province.
dating, it is concluded that the age of Taosi site is from 2500 BC to 1900 BC [45]. It is an important
Through C14 dating, it is concluded that the age of Taosi site is from 2500 BC to 1900 BC [45]. It is an
important large-scale city site in Linfen Basin in the middle reaches of the Yellow River and the site
is divided into early, middle, and late stages [46]. The first archeological excavation of Taosi site was
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According to methods of archeological spatial-temporal data aggregation and fusion highlighted
above,
such as archeological
data
classification
and coding, spatial
scales
According
to methods
ofspatio-temporal
archeological framework,
spatial-temporal
data aggregation
and fusion
and
so on, archeological
of Erlitou and
Taosi
sites was digitized
and fused,
following by
highlighted
above, suchdata
as archeological
data
spatio-temporal
framework,
classification
anddatabase
coding,
building.
Data
sources
include
satellite
images,
aerial
images
of
unmanned
aerial
vehicles,
1:500
spatial scales and so on, archeological data of Erlitou and Taosi sites was digitized and fused,
DEM
(digital
model), CAD
plans,satellite
and so on.
Lots aerial
of dataimages
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from
following
by elevation
database building.
Dataformat
sourcessite
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images,
of unmanned
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excavation
reports
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two
sites,
such
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ruin
plans,
ruin
properties,
stratigraphic
aerial vehicles, 1:500 DEM (digital elevation model), CAD format site plans, and so on. Lots of data
profiles,
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and relic photos,
etc. All
the data
sites,
relics
were plans,
given time
were collected
from archeological
excavation
reports
of of
the
tworuins,
sites,and
such
as ruin
ruin
information.
Erlitou is divided
one toand
four,
and
Taosi is
divided
middle,
properties, stratigraphic
profiles,into
relicstages
properties,
relic
photos,
etc.
All theinto
dataearly,
of sites,
ruins, and
and
late
stages.
Ruins
and
relics
were
classified
into
different
tables
according
to
the
classification
and
relics were given time information. Erlitou is divided into stages one to four, and Taosi is divided
coding
proposed
in and
Section
Meanwhile,
therelics
same were
spatial
referenceinto
wasdifferent
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the spatial
into early,
middle,
late3.3.
stages.
Ruins and
classified
tables according
to
affiliation
among
sites,
ruins,
and
relics.
In
data
fusion
representation,
data
with
different
precision
or
the classification and coding proposed in Section 3.3. Meanwhile, the same spatial reference was used
scale
are displayed
according
to different
spatial
scales.
the different
kinds of data
to establish
the spatial
affiliation
among sites,
ruins,
andFigure
relics. 7Inshows
data fusion
representation,
data
collected
and processed
in scale
this study.
Figure 7c
is the raster
plan of the
Palace,
which
is the
most
with different
precision or
are displayed
according
to different
spatial
scales.
Figure
7 shows
important
ruin
of the
Site. Figure
7c was digitized
processed
according
to the
methods
the different
kinds
of Erlitou
data collected
and processed
in this and
study.
Figure 7c
is the raster
plan
of the
mentioned
above,
and
the
result
was
vector
data
with
properties,
which
was
represented
as
Figure
7d.
Palace, which is the most important ruin of the Erlitou Site. Figure 7c was digitized and processed

according to the methods mentioned above, and the result was vector data with properties, which
was represented as Figure 7d.
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Figure 9.
9. Archeological Information Display of Grand sites at Different
Different Spatial
Spatial Scales.
Scales. (a) Plans of
Taosi Site
Site(Site
(SiteScale).
Scale).(b)
(b)Sacrifice
SacrificeArea
Areaofof
Taosi
Site
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All relics
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(d) All
discovered
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IIM22
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Figure 9a is the plans of the Taosi site, which shows the overall information of the Taosi site at
the site spatial scale, including the site boundary, site functional areas (palace area, sacrifice area,
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(a) Archaeological Cultures from 7000BC-6000BC

(b) Archaeological Cultures from 6000BC-5000BC

(c)

(d)
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(f)

Figure 10. Spatio-temporal Evolution of archeological cultures from 7000 BC to 2000 BC. (a) Archaeological
Cultures from 7000 BC–6000 BC. (b) Archaeological Cultures from 6000 BC–5000 BC. (c) Archeological
Fig.10: Spatio-temporal Evolution of archaeological cultures from 7000 BC to 2000 BC
Cultures from
5000 BC–4000 BC. (d) Archeological Cultures from 4000 BC–3000 BC. (e) Archeological
Cultures from 3000 BC–2000 BC. (f) Archeological Cultures from 7000 BC–2000 BC.

6. Discussion
With the application of technologies in the archeology and conservation of grand sites, such as
digital photogrammetry, three-dimensional laser scanning, GIS, remote sensing and so on, the question
of how to integrate the data of multiple sites and multiple spatial scales to promote archeological
data sharing still needs further research. The methods proposed in this paper are mainly to promote
the standardization of grand site archeological data acquisition, processing, database building and
use, which will facilitate the aggregation and sharing of archeological data. In the situation of digital
archeology, it is mostly technicians from other professional fields, not archeologists, who collect data
in the fieldwork and later process data in-lab, making use of digital technologies. Therefore, it is
particularly important to establish standard specifications from the perspective of archeology and
technology [18].
Classification and coding provide one of the most important standards for archeological data
acquisition and processing, and are the basis of data sharing and data quality inspection [41]. Through
classification and coding, it is easy to know which class the data should be classified into. This will
simplify archeological data acquisition and processing, and promote standardization. It is fundamental to
direct data acquisition, processing and warehousing in the field of archeological excavation, reducing
intermediate links and improving data processing efficiency. Technologies such as digital photogrammetry
and laser scanning are used to carry out data acquisition in the fieldwork, but these raw data require a lot
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of subsequent indoor processing [23–25]. Information must be extracted from the raw data according to
archeological requirements. Under these circumstances, the extracted information will be classified and
stored into different feature classes according to the classification and coding, which potentially improves
the data quality and promotes data reuse. Spatial scale is the basis for archeological data acquisition and
data representation, which indicates what data should be collected and facilitates the determination of data
scale and resolution under different archeological research scales. Correspondingly, during visualization,
related data will be extracted from the database according to the displayed spatial scale. As shown in
Figure 9, the data, data scale, and data resolution of each scale are different. For example, for the same
tomb, when the plane of the grave area is displayed, the tomb is represented as a point. When the layout
of the tomb is studied, it is represented as a polygon. To sum up, the classification and coding and spatial
scales play a vital role in archeological data acquisition, processing, aggregation, and reuse.
Archeological data have significant spatio-temporal characteristics. The spatio-temporal framework
of archeological data is the foundation of archeological data aggregation and data organization, which is
also the basis of spatio-temporal analysis of the formation of grand sites and the evolution of civilization.
As shown in Figure 10, with a unified space-time benchmark, the evolution of archeological culture in
China from 7000 BC–2000 BC is displayed, which intuitively tells the public and scholars the evolution
process of archeological cultures in China. The excavation time, data collection time and corresponding
archeological cultural period of the archeological entities were recorded during data acquisition and
processing. Using these times and the spatial association among sites, ruins, relics and strata, we
can trace the archeological excavation process back in the information space, although archeological
excavation is irreversible in field.
Archeological information cloud platform is flexible, dynamic and on-demand regarding resource
allocation, with better system security and data security strategies. With a large number of historic
sites, China has five levels of cultural heritage administration departments from top to bottom. There is
at least one archeological research institution in every province. If all these administration departments
and institutions build information platforms individually, it will require a huge investment and a
heavy workload. In a sense, it is also a huge waste. Through the control of data authority and
function authority, a new archeological information platform can be logically and quickly generated
to meet different management and research needs. Thus, the investment on informatization would
be greatly reduced. More importantly, an archeological information cloud platform is conducive to
the implementation of unified data standards and data sharing, providing a more convenient way of
completing data online processing and online publishing, greatly shortening the time for the publication
of archeological data, and providing archeological research results. The safety and convenience of the
platform would be attractive for scholars to use the platform. If the platform is used by more and more
scholars to gather data, study and communicate, it will become a public platform for researchers, data
owners, the public, and administrators to participate in the conservation of grand sites. If this occurs,
then the platform will promote archeological data sharing and interdisciplinary research.
The methods and platform in this paper are very valid and efficient in the Erlitou site and Taosi
site. There are hundreds of thousands of sites in China, and the types and periods of these sites are
different. The paper only proposed the classification and coding of grand sites from 3500 BC–1500 BC
in the Neolithic Age, and its validity for other sites needs to be verified. The feasibility and necessity
of the archeological information cloud platform was investigated, and a platform was designed and
developed for Exploring the Origin of Chinese Civilization Project. As for how the platform can
be popularized and applied to all archeological institutions and administration departments in the
country, the current study does not demonstrate who should be in charge of the establishment and
operation of the platform and the development of the corresponding management mechanism. These
areas will be studied in future work.
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7. Conclusions
The paper has given an account of the challenges of archeological data acquisition and aggregation.
The dissertation has investigated the spatial scales of archeology, and seven spatial scales and the
corresponding data are presented. The classification and coding of archeological data of grand sites from
3500 BC–1500 BC was also proposed, so as to simplify the data processing, improve data quality, and
promote data sharing. From the perspective of archeologists and big data, a spatial-temporal framework
of archeological data was established. Corresponding to this framework, an archeological cloud platform
of grand sites was developed. Taking the Erlitou site and Taosi site as examples, the methods proposed in
this study is verified to be valid. The origin of civilization is a common research topic for human beings.
As a result of the nature of interdisciplinary collaboration, the research on the origin of civilization needs
archeological data of many grand sites and the results of archeological studies. Due to the archeological
features of the grand sites mentioned earlier in this paper, archeological data are of great importance to
archeological research. The purpose of the current study was to provide a standard specification and
information platform for data acquisition, processing, aggregation and fusion for archeological data of
different grand sites or different periods, and finally promote the sharing of archeological data, which
gives full play to greater value and produces more benefits [48].
This study has shown that the classification and coding, spatial scales and spatial-temporal
framework can effectively collect, process, aggregate, fuse, and organize multi-source heterogeneous
data of different grand sites or different periods. Basic information, such as data categories and geometry
types, can be obtained through the code, which facilitates data retrieval and quality inspection in
the information system. The platform offers multi-scale and multi-dimensional representation of
archeological data of grand sites, according to the customs of archeologists. The correlation and spatial
relationship of sites, ruins and relics can also be displayed intuitively. With the advancement of data
opening and sharing, an archeological “data ocean” will eventually be formed [16]. The archeological
information cloud platform can provide services to archeological institutions, such as data acquisition,
processing, storage, representation and spatial analysis, etc. Besides, it also offers lots of support to
various types of interdisciplinary research, such as data, collaborative work, visualization, analysis
tools, and so on. The third general investigation of immovable cultural heritages has shown that there
were 193,282 sites with varying types, sizes, and historical periods in China. In addition to Erlitou and
Taosi, there are more than 30 other grand sites studied in project of the Origin of Chinese Civilization,
including the Liangzhu site. With the application of internet plus, big data, cloud computing, Internet
of Things, and other technologies in the archeology and conservation of grand sites, the varieties and
quantity of archeological data will continue to grow rapidly. The results of the current study are of
great significance to the conservation of grand sites, especially for those under threat.
Almost every profound transformation in archeology is closely related to the penetration of
natural science into archeology [49]. The application of spatio-temporal big data and cloud computing
in archeology will provide a new paradigm for archeology [18,50]. Data opening and sharing is a new
trend, which increasingly affects archeology as well. Archeologists should embrace cloud computing
and big data with a more positive attitude. Together with administration agencies and experts from
other disciplines, archeologists can actively explore the corresponding management mechanism, data
privacy, data intellectual property, data ethics, a data resource catalog, and other standards and norms
for archeological data opening and sharing. In this case, the change will promote orderly and safe
sharing of archeological data, and the value of archeological data will increase. Furthermore, it will
promote the sustainable development of conservation and use of grand sites through sharing.
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